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This article develops a novel assessment of the nuclear program of the Demo-
cratic People’s Republic of Korea. Using a theory-driven approach rooted in
comparative foreign policy analysis, the article undermines two common as-
sumptions about the DPRK nuclear threat: first, that the North Korean leader-
ship’s nuclear intentions are a measured response to the external environment
and, second, that the DPRK has developed enough technical capacity to go nu-
clear whenever it pleases. In place of these assumptions, the article puts forth
the general theoretical hypotheses that (1) the decision to go nuclear is rarely
if ever based on typical cost-benefit analysis, and instead reflects deep-seated
national identity conceptions, and (2) the capacity to go nuclear depends not
only on raw levels of industrialization and nuclear technology, but also on the
state’s organizational acumen. Applied to the case of the DPRK, these hy-
potheses suggest that it has long been strongly committed to the goal of ac-
quiring an operational nuclear deterrent, but also that it has been finding it very
difficult to successfully implement that wish. The article also demonstrates that
these hypotheses are supported by the meager evidence available on this case.
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What are the strategic intentions and technical capacities of the nu-
clear program of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

(DPRK), commonly known as North Korea? Notwithstanding the stri-
dent debates over how to deal with the DPRK nuclear issue, no one
should claim actually to know the answers to these basic questions. But
the cloud of ignorance that hangs over the DPRK nuclear debate contains
a silver lining. The absence of solid information about the case actually
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can free us to take a fresh look at the theoretical assumptions that usually
remain implicit in proliferation threat assessments. The result of this
fresh look is an alternative assessment of the DPRK nuclear program that
defies the standard formulas. The principal goal of this article is not to
declare that its assessment is necessarily correct, but rather to forestall
premature cognitive closure in our evaluations of a case that is, after all,
the hardest of hard intelligence targets.1 Moreover, the return to theoret-
ical basics promises to improve our understanding not only of this case,
but also of the more general phenomenon of nuclear proliferation. For the
sad truth is that even for countries about which plentiful information has
been available, the record of strategic threat assessment is abysmal.2

The article proceeds as follows. It begins with a brief review of the
literature on DPRK strategic intentions and capacities. It finds that even
the best, most theoretically self-conscious work on the case applies
questionable assumptions about the general dynamics of nuclear pro-
liferation. If we apply different assumptions, different conclusions
emerge about the DPRK’s likely nuclear behavior. First, the literature
typically assumes that the DPRK’s nuclear drive is a measured re-
sponse to the unfriendly post–Cold War external environment. The
main dissenters from this assumption argue that the DPRK is uniquely
irrational. But in fact, the basic choice to go or not to go nuclear is a
revolutionary one that rarely if ever lends itself to standard cost-
benefit calculation. The nuclear ambitions of any state are thus better
understood as the product of emotions—and, in particular, of the fear
and pride that grips “oppositional nationalists.” The article provides ev-
idence that the DPRK leadership is and has long been oppositional na-
tionalist and, in consequence, that its desire for the bomb is not a
post–Cold War phenomenon but in fact dates back many decades. Sec-
ond, the literature typically assumes that a heavily industrialized state
like the DPRK should be capable of exploiting any nuclear technology
it is able to acquire. Yet there is in fact much room for doubt here. The
DPRK fits snugly into a class of regimes that from a neo-Weberian per-
spective can be labeled “neopatrimonial” or even “sultanistic.” The
comparative politics literature indicates that even when such regimes
gain access to the latest technology, their management pathologies are
often so pronounced that their industrial research and development
projects routinely run aground. The article provides preliminary evi-
dence that the DPRK may indeed not be up to the nuclear research and
development challenge. Finally, the conclusion returns to the theme of
needing to be ready for any surprises that the DPRK may still have in
store.
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Existing Perspectives on the DPRK Nuclear Program

While the assessment of states’ nuclear intentions and capacities is al-
ways difficult, the closed nature of the DPRK makes assessment par-
ticularly challenging. There is simply very little material for the typical
journalistic/area studies “ground-up” approach to work with. Thus, not
surprisingly, conclusions about the level and nature of the threat vary
widely from analyst to analyst.3 Some of these analyses are more con-
vincing than others, but they all share the fatal flaw of trying to apply
inductive reasoning to a country that keeps almost everything secret.

Victor Cha and David Kang’s Nuclear North Korea: A Debate on
Engagement Strategies represents a major step beyond the cacophony.4

Cha and Kang argue that the proper response to the regime’s opacity is
to rely much more heavily on general social science theory than the lit-
erature has typically done.5 Of course, the DPRK is unique in many
ways, but this uniqueness should not lead us to decide a priori that it is
flouting standard patterns of state nuclear behavior. What are those
standard patterns of state nuclear behavior that the DPRK might in fact
be following? On this score, Cha and Kang differ. Cha argues for real-
ist power transition theory, spiced with a dose of prospect theory. He
uses this theoretical foundation to contend that the DPRK’s steep de-
cline since the late 1980s actually has made it more liable than ever to
build an operational nuclear deterrent and to use it as an instrument of
coercive diplomacy. Kang, by contrast, argues for neoliberal institu-
tionalism, spiced with a dose of international political economy. He
uses this theoretical foundation to contend that the steeply declining
DPRK has become increasingly desperate to reach an accommodation
with the United States, if only Washington would show the slightest
willingness to give peace a chance. Interestingly, despite their theoret-
ical differences, Cha and Kang offer bottom-line policy recommenda-
tions that are quite parallel: they both recommend pursuing a credible
policy of diplomatic engagement with Pyongyang.

The sober, theory-driven approaches of Cha and Kang clearly show
the way toward reversing the DPRK nuclear debate’s typical lopsided
ratio of heat to light. However, the range of social science theory that is
potentially applicable to this case is much more diverse than the inter-
national relations (IR) realist versus liberal debate that the Cha and
Kang debate roughly mirrors. Indeed, for all their differences Cha and
Kang, as well as many other, less theoretically systematic analysts, ac-
tually share two core assumptions that are highly questionable. The first
of those shared core assumptions is that the DPRK’s nuclear intentions
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are a measured response to the external environment. The second of
those core assumptions is that the DPRK, as a heavily industrialized
state with a long-standing interest in nuclear technology, must have ac-
cumulated enough technical capacity by now to be able to construct an
operational nuclear deterrent in the near term. Cha and Kang are atypi-
cally strident in defending these assumptions; they suggest that to ques-
tion either of them is to fall into the trap of assuming that the DPRK
leadership is simply “crazy.”6 But they are wrong.

Neither of these assumptions is a slam dunk from the perspective
of comparative foreign policy analysis. Unlike IR realism or liberalism,
comparative foreign policy analysis is not a discrete theoretical para-
digm but rather an approach to the study of foreign policy that is close
in both spirit and method to the political science subdiscipline of com-
parative politics and that, in particular, stresses the impact of domestic
institutional and ideational structures on political choice.7 In the next
two sections of the article, I use a comparative foreign policy approach
to build an understanding of the DPRK’s nuclear intentions and capac-
ities that is decidedly different from the understandings enunciated by
Cha and Kang.8

Assessing the DPRK’s Nuclear Intentions

Like many analysts, Cha and Kang both assume that a DPRK decision
to build a nuclear arsenal would be the product of a careful calculation,
albeit perhaps an imperfect one, of the best strategy for ameliorating
the state’s difficult international position. This assumption is in line
with traditional theories of nuclear proliferation.9 But is it correct to ex-
pect decisions to go nuclear to be the products of a typical cost-benefit
calculation? After all, the decision to go nuclear is a revolutionary
choice in international politics, whose overall long-term consequences
are extremely difficult to measure even in retrospect, let alone to pre-
pare for in advance.10 Merely one of the many uncertainties surround-
ing the DPRK’s nuclear choice relates to whether a small and unreli-
able nuclear arsenal would (1) deter its adversaries, (2) not deter them,
or (3) provoke a preventive attack by them. Most of the policy debate
today assumes that a few North Korean bombs would deter the United
States; however, according to classical deterrence theory, only when
the DPRK has developed a secure second-strike capability should it
begin to feel confident in the deterrent power of its nuclear arsenal.11

Which of these perspectives is correct? One may hazard a guess, but in
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truth, the “deterrent” or “provocative” effect of small nuclear arsenals
is quite simply a great unknown. And again, this is just one of the many
interlocking dilemmas raised by the prospect of going nuclear.12

Since the full effect of the decision to go nuclear is so extremely dif-
ficult to predict in advance, it makes little sense to assume that this de-
cision would be the product of a cost-benefit calculation, even an im-
perfect one. Rather, we need to recognize the power of nonrational
factors, including emotions, for explaining revolutionary decisions. This
is a point that was well understood by comparative foreign policy ana-
lysts already in the 1970s, and it is reemerging today.13 A particularly
crucial basis for revolutionary foreign policy decisions is the leader’s
“national identity conception” (NIC)—in other words, his or her basic
sense of what the nation naturally stands for and of how high it naturally
stands in comparison to others in the international arena. Relying on the
NIC and its associated emotions allows the leader to clear away the
complexity of the real world in favor of the clarity of the national nar-
rative. And when the leader’s NIC is oppositional nationalist, going nu-
clear seems like nothing less than the natural choice to him or her, what-
ever outsiders may think about the “objective” international situation.14

Oppositional nationalists believe that their nation’s core interests
and values are naturally in stark opposition to those of its key compar-
ison others; this is the “oppositional” side of their NIC. They also be-
lieve that their nation both can and should hold its head high in its deal-
ings with its key comparison others; this is the “nationalist” side of
their NIC. Oppositional NICs give rise to the emotion of fear in deal-
ings with key comparison others, and nationalist NICs give rise to the
emotion of pride. The oppositional nationalist combination of identity-
driven fear and pride is actually relatively rarely found in top state lead-
ers, but where it does exist it proves to be a uniquely explosive psy-
chological cocktail. First, fear produces a desire for markers of security.
This desire for security should be interpreted not only in material, but
also in emotional terms. The leader who reaches for the bomb, as for
any protective amulet, is doing so at least as much to control fears as to
decrease actual dangers.15 Second, pride produces a desire for markers
of autonomy and power—and of these, nuclear weapons are the gold
standard. The bomb is a symbol of the nation’s unlimited potential, of
its scientific, technical, and organizational prowess, and also of its
tenacity in the face of strong international condemnation.16 Moreover,
not only do fear and pride increase the perceived value of nuclear
weapons, they also short-circuit the normal processes of reasoned de-
liberation that even oppositional nationalist leaders often use to make
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decisions, and in so doing they propel the leader to act precipitously.
Therefore, this identity-to-emotions story does not merely help us un-
derstand preference formation; it actually takes us all the way to
choice.17

The fear- and pride-driven desire for a marker of security, auton-
omy, and power, producing an incautious decision to go nuclear, was
very much in evidence in the Indian nuclear decision of 1998, for in-
stance. Whether or not having the bomb has turned out to be a plus for
India—the debates still rage over that question—there is no denying
that the decision to thrust the country definitively across the nuclear
weapons threshold was a leap into the dark, made without any of the
careful calculation that political scientists usually expect states to un-
dertake in advance of major decisions. Newly elected Indian prime
minister Atal Behari Vajpayee of the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party decided on this dramatic break with the traditional Indian policy
of nuclear ambiguity mere days after coming into power—at a time
when a high-level panel formed by his own government to look into the
matter had hardly begun its work. How could Vajpayee have felt the
motivation and certitude to take such a leap, which not only threw the
South Asian security situation into disarray, but also almost brought
down his newly formed coalition government? Because for opposi-
tional nationalists like Vajpayee, going nuclear is the product not of a
cool calculation but instead of a deep-seated psychological need.18

It is my contention that this basic theoretical model of proliferation
should also apply to the case of the DPRK. But before moving on to the
empirics, it is important to underscore what this model of nuclear deci-
sionmaking is not saying. First, to say that a leader is oppositional na-
tionalist is not a polite way of saying that he or she is crazy. Facing the
world’s complexity, in order to make decisions we all depend on some
basic stereotypes about the natural relationship between ourselves and
others. And the DPRK really does have sworn enemies—though they
are perhaps not as implacable as its leaders imagine. Second, to say that
a leader is oppositional nationalist is not to say that every decision he or
she makes will reflect that basic national identity conception. Leaders’
NICs are especially important to decisions to go nuclear, because the
problem of information in this particular case is uniquely large. But the
leader also makes many tactical decisions about the nuclear program—
for instance, how quickly to move it forward—which can reflect stan-
dard cost-benefit calculations. Finally, to say that a leader is opposi-
tional nationalist is not to adopt a primordialist account of identity. The
causes of the rise and fall of oppositional nationalist thinking are cer-
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tainly well worth studying, but that is a question of the long-term evo-
lution of the leader’s basic preconceptions, whereas the question of this
article focuses on the immediate impact of leaders’ basic preconceptions
on their decisionmaking.

Measuring the Kim Family Dynasty’s 
National Identity Conceptions

These theoretical considerations lead us to an empirical question: can
either or both of the DPRK’s top leaders—first Kim Il Sung until his
death in 1994, and thereafter his son Kim Jong Il19—be characterized
as oppositional nationalists? If so, then the Kims have likely set nuclear
weapons acquisition as a fixed strategic goal, unresponsive to the nor-
mal menu of diplomatic carrots and sticks. And, given the extreme cen-
tralization of power in the DPRK, we need not doubt that the top
leader’s choice on this matter is the law.20

The scholarly literature reveals a widespread consensus that the
country’s father-son dynasts have indeed long held an oppositional na-
tionalist NIC directed against the outside world in general. As the his-
torian Kathryn Weathersby writes, “The experience of having survived
sustained bombing by US planes for nearly three years [in the Korean
War] created the dangerous, if paradoxical, combination of a profound
sense of threat and a faith in the country’s ability to prevail in a future
military conflict.”21 What Weathersby calls the paradoxical combina-
tion of “sense of threat” and “faith in the country’s ability to prevail”
maps precisely on to what I have defined as the NIC of oppositional na-
tionalism. Other major scholarly analyses by Bruce Cumings, by Ralph
Hassig and Kongdan Oh, and by Balazs Szalontai, for instance, concur
in this judgment.22 Where debate does exist in the literature is over the
question of whether or not the Kims’ oppositional nationalism is justi-
fied. But this is essentially a normative matter that need not detain us
here; as Herbert Kelman has pointed out, the “psychological” is not
necessarily the opposite of the “real.”23

The Kims’ oppositional nationalist NIC is at the core of the
regime’s traditional official ideology of Juche (ch’uche), which has
been loosely translated as “self-reliance” or “Korea first” and is
antonymous with sadaejuui, meaning serving or relying upon a foreign
power.24 (Ironically, Juche derives in no small measure from the oppo-
sitional nationalist kokutai idea of the country’s former Japanese colo-
nizers.25) Of course, Juche implies much more than merely the opposi-
tional nationalist standoff between Korea and foreign others. Moreover,
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since the mid-1990s, the regime has developed a new state ideology,
known as Songun or “military first,” which it claims both encompasses
and supersedes the traditional tenets of Juche. Some analysts have sug-
gested that this new ideology is more flexible than the old one.26 But
from the perspective of the theory being advanced here, the point is not
particularly crucial. Songun is clearly just as rooted in oppositional na-
tionalism as Juche. The details of the ideological systems that people
elaborate on top of their basic national identity conceptions are of sec-
ondary importance for understanding their nuclear intentions.

As previously noted, NICs are built in relation to key comparison
others. Korea scholars stress that although the DPRK regime uses the
United States as its top bogeyman, in fact this latter-day “hermit king-
dom” defines itself in opposition to a whole gamut of others beyond the
Korean peninsula—not only the United States, but also Japan, China,
the Soviet Union/Russia, and everyone else. South Korea is a special
case here: while the “imperialist puppet” government in Seoul is re-
viled, its people are Korean and therefore deemed worthy of love and
respect. In sum, the standard scholarly interpretation of the DPRK lead-
ership’s NIC is that it is one of Korea-versus-the-world.

There is much historical evidence of the regime’s long commit-
ment to rejecting foreign influence of every sort and from every prove-
nance. For instance, soon after coming to power, the Kim Il Sung
regime undertook a major “Koreanizing” reform of the written lan-
guage, which extirpated all traces of the historic Chinese as well as Jap-
anese influence.27 Moreover, this supposedly “communist” regime long
ago stopped genuflecting to Karl Marx, apparently because of his for-
eign nationality. The regime instead refers to its economic and political
system as “Korea-style” or “our-style” socialism. The regime has even
taken great pains to revive memories of the medieval Goguryo
(Koguryo) Kingdom, which from its stronghold in northern Korea ex-
tended far into Manchuria before succumbing to an alliance of Imper-
ial China and the southern Korea-based Shilla Kingdom in 668 C.E. The
DPRK’s strident historical revisionism has caused worries about possi-
ble territorial revisionism—to its north.28 All of these examples leave
the decided impression that although the DPRK may occasionally see
a use for allies, fundamentally it does not believe that Korea has any
friends in the world.

The consensus interpretation of the DPRK leadership as opposi-
tional nationalist vis-à-vis the entire outside world is reinforced by a
content analysis I performed on the regime’s major yearly statements at
the New Year for the years 1975–2008, thirty-four years in total. The
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New Year’s statements, which serve as a kind of DPRK “state of the
union” address, were delivered orally by Kim Il Sung himself until his
death in 1994; since then, they have been published without a byline in
the country’s major newspapers. Though Kim Jong Il is not explicitly
named as the author of these editorials, it is well known that they em-
anate directly from him.29

I employ the same content analysis method here as I used on the
cases of Argentina, Australia, France, and India in my book The Psy-
chology of Nuclear Proliferation.30 Quantitative content analysis surely
cannot replace the nuanced interpretations that may be achieved
through qualitative reading of texts, but it can help to reveal, in a
straightforward and reliable manner, some key aspects of the underly-
ing structure of those texts. The method used here operationalizes some
basic tenets of social psychological theory to assess a leader’s NIC. The
heart of the method lies in taking simple counts of the number and
placement of references to external actors, such as generic “foreign
others” or specific foreign countries like the United States, and to in-
ternational communities that include the DPRK, such as “the world” or
“the Communist bloc.” These counts are then processed with some
simple arithmetic to produce a quantitative score of the leader’s degrees
of opposition and nationalism. For more details, see the Appendix.

The first question the quantitative evidence can help us answer is
what state or set of states constitutes the DPRK leaders’ key comparison
other. My analysis seconds the conventional interpretation that rather
than focusing their national self-comparison on some specific foreign
country or countries, both Kims have used a broad-brush approach that
distinguishes Korea from the entire rest of the world—that is, from
generic foreign others, which is my umbrella term for the many refer-
ences they make to vague external “enemies” and to things “foreign,”
and also their invocations of the “Juche” and “Songun” ideas. The New
Year’s messages across the entire period 1975–2008 are dominated by
such references to generic foreign others—accounting for 683 out of a
grand total of 2,182 external references in the data set (32 percent of the
total). Second, beyond their general rejection of everything foreign, when
the Kims peer out at the world, clearly the “imperialists” loom largest in
their minds. Among the imperialists, the United States certainly is a
major focus (288 references, 14 percent of the total). But references to
imperialists in general are also quite plentiful (179 references, 8 percent
of the total). Japan is also referred to relatively often (69 references, 3
percent of the total), while the silence on the DPRK’s erstwhile “com-
rades” China and Russia is deafening. Finally, special mention must be
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made of the many references in the dataset to the Republic of Korea or
South Korea (423 references, 20 percent of the total). It has sometimes
been suggested that North and South Korea are like two scorpions in a
bottle, obsessed with measuring themselves against the other. While
there may be some truth to this interpretation, both the quantitative re-
sults and a qualitative reading of the texts produce the unmistakable im-
pression that South Korea is not the DPRK leadership’s key comparison
other in the classic sense of that term. The Kims clearly define their
homeland not as “North Korea” but simply “Korea.” And in line with
this, they have consistently portrayed the South Korean regime as merely
a fig leaf for the imperialists’ continued colonial rule—and therefore as
not being worthy of comparison with the “independent” North.

In sum, the content analysis methodology employed here finds that
the DPRK leadership’s basic tendency is to see Korea on one side, and
a quite undifferentiated outside world on the other. This finding rein-
forces the dominant theme in the existing literature. The next question
for the content analysis is, how have the DPRK’s leaders depicted the
nature of Korea’s relationship with that undifferentiated outside world?
The answer produced by the content analysis is that the DPRK leader-
ship sees the outside world through the lens of oppositional national-
ism. This finding again reinforces the dominant theme in the existing
literature.

Figure 1 graphically illustrates the high levels of oppositional na-
tionalism vis-à-vis generic foreign others expressed by the top DPRK
leadership over the years (for more detail, see Appendix). I have bro-
ken up the results of the codings into five-year periods in order to
search for any cross-temporal variation, especially between father and
son. Note that the scale on both axes runs from a minimum possible
score of 0 to a maximum possible score of 1.

As is quite apparent from Figure 1, the codings of the New Year’s
statements cluster in the top right-hand quadrant—indicating a solid
oppositional nationalism vis-à-vis the generic foreign others. It is true
that the chart contains some variation within that top right-hand quad-
rant from period to period. Notably, during the last decade of his reign,
Kim Il Sung’s fervent oppositional nationalism appeared to be soften-
ing a bit, whereas since Kim Jong Il took power, there has been a sta-
tistically significant reversion to the rhetorical extremes of the previous
period. These shifts are interesting, but their importance should not be
exaggerated. For instance, when compared to the scores recorded for
leaders of other countries in The Psychology of Nuclear Proliferation,
even Kim Il Sung’s “low” scores of the late 1980s and early 1990s still
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seem quite high.31 Thus, the overall message I draw from the chart is
one of consistent and omnidirectional oppositional nationalism on the
part of the Kims.

It is admittedly conceivable that the Kims have merely been mak-
ing use of oppositional nationalism for its propaganda value while per-
sonally holding a much different picture of their nation’s basic position
in the world. Although conceivable, this is unlikely. The careful and
systematic analysis of propaganda has been shown to be potentially
highly informative about regime leaderships’ deep-seated beliefs and
psychological needs.32 Moreover, recall that the quantitative analysis
here is simply reinforcing an already existing rough consensus in the
historical literature—which draws not on public propaganda but in-
stead on the Kim Il Sung regime’s private interactions with its commu-
nist allies. True, we have much less access to what is being said in pri-
vate today. In addition, as previously mentioned, Kim Jong Il does not
sign the New Year’s editorials, in contrast to his father’s personal pres-
entation of the New Year’s addresses. This might reflect a subtle dis-
tancing by the leader from the sentiments expressed on his behalf. We
should keep these caveats in mind when making assertions about Kim
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Jong Il’s basic motivations. But despite Kim Jong Il’s elusiveness, we
cannot avoid the need to take a stand on this matter. And on the basis
of the analysis presented here, clearly the most reasonable stand to take
is that Kim Jong Il, like his father before him, is oppositional national-
ist vis-à-vis the rest of the world. To draw any other conclusion would
be to engage in pure speculation.

The DPRK’s Nuclear Intentions: Documentary Evidence

The Kims’ oppositional nationalism, according to the theory previ-
ously outlined, should long ago have led them to conceive a strong de-
sire not just for a nuclear weapons option, but indeed for an actual, op-
erational nuclear weapons arsenal. Does this hypothesis make sense in
light of what we know about the historical record? Most analysts have
viewed the DPRK’s nuclear weapons drive as a response, for one rea-
son or another, to its parlous international position after the end of the
Cold War. This is to be expected, given the conventional theories of the
causes of proliferation. For instance, Kang argues, “Although during
the Cold War the North was the aggressor, this shift in power [in the
early 1990s] put it on the defensive. It was only when the balance
began to turn against the North that it began to pursue a nuclear
weapons program.”33

If Kang were right, this would frankly falsify the national identity-
based hypothesis outlined above. But he is not right. In fact, historical
research being carried out in former Communist bloc state archives
shows conclusively that Pyongyang had an avid interest in nuclear
weapons already by the early 1960s.34 Of course, we have long had sev-
eral credible reports of the DPRK’s stated nuclear intentions, including
a proposal by Kim Il Sung himself in early 1970s secret talks with the
South that the two Koreas should jointly develop the bomb.35 But the re-
cently unearthed evidence is much more convincing because it is a trust-
worthy, contemporaneous record of DPRK officials’ statements behind
closed doors. For instance, the Soviet ambassador reported to Moscow
in 1962 that DPRK foreign minister Pak Song Chol had told him, “Who
can impose such a [test ban] treaty on countries that do not have nuclear
weapons, but are perhaps successfully working in that direction?”36 In
1969, the East German ambassador in Pyongyang reported that at a din-
ner with the newly appointed DPRK ambassador to East Germany, the
latter, after stressing the need to “hack off the US imperialists’ dick,”
had muttered “We must prove that our atomic bombs are the better
ones.”37 In 1976, North Korean diplomats even claimed to their Hun-
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garian comrades that the DPRK already possessed “nuclear warheads
and carrier missiles, which are targeted at the big cities of South Korea
and Japan . . . and they had manufactured them by themselves.”38 These
are merely a handful of the statements uncovered in the archives. Of
course, the DPRK’s allies took such statements as the bluster they were;
they knew that the country had no capacity to build the bomb at that
time. Nevertheless, they also concluded that the bluster was indeed very
revealing about Pyongyang’s intentions—that, in short, the DPRK was
seeking to acquire nuclear weapons for some combination of security
and prestige-related reasons.39 Therefore, they resolved to block its at-
tempts to gain the expertise and equipment necessary for the bomb. 
(Soviet-Chinese competition for leadership in the socialist bloc eventu-
ally led Moscow to renew nuclear assistance beginning in the mid-
1980s, at the price of Pyongyang’s commitment to join the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty [NPT].)40

The evidence from the Communist bloc archives is very telling.
When the United States, for instance, makes public charges about
DPRK nuclear intentions, one can legitimately question the quality of its
information or even the sincerity of its motives. But the Soviet Union,
East Germany, and Hungary were the DPRK’s friends, with close diplo-
matic relations and extensive programs of bilateral economic and tech-
nical cooperation. Yet they too concluded that the country wanted the
bomb long before the end of the Cold War. This is a major blow to stan-
dard proliferation hypotheses such as those enunciated by Cha and
Kang, which portray Pyongyang’s desire for the bomb as a post–Cold
War response to the country’s “diplomatic isolation,” “inferior power
position,” “desperation to recoup its former glory,” or “potentially im-
minent collapse.” The negative trends in its international position since
the 1980s may have caused the DPRK leadership to desire the bomb
even more fervently than before, but they are not at the root of its nu-
clear ambitions. Rather, at the root of those ambitions, from the height
of the Cold War down to the present day, stands an oppositional nation-
alist leadership’s need to allay its fear and stoke its pride. But there is
nothing particularly unique about the DPRK on this score, because op-
positional nationalism is typically at the root of decisions to go nuclear.

Assessing the DPRK’s Nuclear Capacities

The DPRK leadership has long wanted nuclear weapons; but can it get
them? Most analysts assume that the answer to this question is obviously
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affirmative. But this assumption, like their assumption about the source
of the DPRK’s nuclear intentions, can be called into question.

The story of the DPRK’s nuclear efforts has been often told. The
country’s rise toward a dangerous level of nuclear capacity began in the
mid-1980s. The timing of this technical progress is clearly related,
though not entirely due, to the contemporaneous Soviet decision to pro-
vide significant nuclear assistance to the country. But the Soviets also im-
posed the condition that the DPRK join the NPT. Thus, even though Py-
ongyang long delayed ratification of the required NPT safeguards
agreement, when it finally did so in 1992, International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) inspectors were able to catch its plutonium separation
efforts at a relatively early stage. But not early enough: the IAEA found
that the DPRK had attempted to separate plutonium from the spent fuel
rods from its 5-megawatt (electric) “research” reactor in the consecutive
years 1989, 1990, and 1991, thereby possibly obtaining enough fissile
material for one or two nuclear bombs.41 The IAEA’s discoveries pro-
duced the first North Korean nuclear crisis. The crisis cooled down in
1994, at least on the surface, when the US-DPRK Agreed Framework
froze the country’s reactors and reprocessing facility in exchange for
promises of aid and diplomatic normalization.42 But ever since that time,
it has been an article of faith for many analysts, and not least the CIA,
that the DPRK is capable of crossing the nuclear threshold any time it
chooses.43 Therefore, the fact that it had not made an overt attempt to do
so until its test of October 2006 was widely taken as an indicator of its
self-restraint. Kang pithily summarizes the case: “If North Korea really
wanted to develop nuclear weapons, it would have done so long ago.”44

But this conventional assumption that the DPRK long ago attained
sufficient capacity to quickly construct an operational nuclear weapons
arsenal is actually a worst-case scenario whose accuracy is open to
question. Estimates of the DPRK’s contemporary nuclear weapons ca-
pacity generally follow the typical assessment shorthand that boils the
capacity problem down to estimating the size of a state’s plutonium
stockpile. These estimates generally suggest that the DPRK may al-
ready have had enough plutonium for one or two bombs by the early
1990s, and that since the collapse of the Agreed Framework and the un-
freezing of its nuclear program it now has accumulated enough for at
least five bombs.45 Yet, although the acquisition of fissile material is
surely important for nuclear weapons capacity, it is just the beginning
of the problem. After all, what we colloquially refer to as nuclear
“bombs” are actually complex weapons systems involving an incredi-
bly diverse array of advanced technologies. These various technical
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pieces must not only each be present in sufficient quantities, they must
also be of extremely high quality; and they must also be intricately in-
tegrated with the other components—and, indeed, with yet another
complex set of technologies associated with nuclear delivery systems.

Mastering all of this complexity requires strong organization and
skillful management. The management and organizational dimensions
of the nuclear capacity problem have generally been ignored or dis-
counted by analysts, perhaps because they are hard to quantify.46 But
the historical record of nuclear weapons programs clearly shows many
delays, detours, and wasted expenditures that had nothing to do with
the quantity of fissile material.47 Is it so unreasonable to ask if the
DPRK’s program could also suffer from such problems? The US blue
ribbon commission on weapons of mass destruction intelligence
(WMD Commission or the Silberman-Robb Commission) has sharply
criticized the US intelligence community’s obsession with mere pro-
curement: “Equation of procurement with capability is a fundamental
analytical error—simply because a state can buy the parts does not
mean it can put them together and make them work.”48

In short, to properly assess the DPRK’s nuclear capacity, we need
to have a better understanding of the managerial and organizational
competence of the regime. Attention to the consequences of state orga-
nizational pathologies on proliferation is, of course, very much in evi-
dence in the work of Scott Sagan and other “proliferation pessimists.”49

That research agenda has, however, largely focused on the deleterious
consequences of poorly run organizations for the practice of deterrence
by new nuclear nations, rather than on the deleterious consequences of
poorly run organizations for nuclear aspirants’ efforts to build the bomb
in the first place. This article attempts to push the organizational per-
spective back to the period prior to the postproliferation problems that
Sagan and others have identified.

The Nuclear Programs of Neopatrimonial Regimes

At the core of any assessment of state organizational effectiveness should
stand an analysis of the basic structure of the state. In the case of the
DPRK, despite the typical journalistic focus on its “weirdness”—a ca-
nard that Cha and Kang rightly puncture—the regime built by the Kims
actually fits relatively well into the Weberian conceptual category of
“neopatrimonialism.” Characterized by clientelism and personalist “big-
man” rule, neopatrimonial regimes are the polar opposites of the “legal-
rational” ideal-type.50 Indeed, the leading scholars of regime types, Juan
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Linz and Houchang Chehabi, do not hesitate to categorize the DPRK as
an extreme case of neopatrimonialism or, in other words, as a “sultanis-
tic” regime.51 In sultanistic regimes, the state is literally run as a family
business—a dysfunctional business in which no one other than the top
leader has a secure position (and even the top leader must constantly be
looking over his or her shoulder). This definition indeed sounds like a
thumbnail description of the DPRK.52 And it seems even more accurate
since the elevation of Kim Jong Il to the pinnacle of power, since his se-
rious legitimacy deficit has predictably driven the North Korean state
into the typical neopatrimonial dynamic of ever-increasing corruption.53

Note that the characterization of the DPRK regime as neopatrimonial or
even sultanistic is not incompatible with its more typical characteriza-
tions as “totalitarian” or “Confucian.” These latter concepts appear par-
ticularly helpful for understanding the relationship between the DPRK
state and North Korean society—totalitarianism as an ideological aspira-
tion to total state control over all aspects of social life, Confucianism as
a familial conception of society with the father-figure monarch at its
head. But here we are considering not the relationship between state and
society, but rather the state’s internal bureaucratic implementation ca-
pacity.54 In that sense, the concepts of neopatrimonialism and sultanism
provide a much better description.55

The basic identification of the DPRK as a neopatrimonial or even
sultanistic regime has clear implications for the assessment of its capac-
ity to organize a successful nuclear weapons program.56 Neopatrimonial
rulers’ fundamental political illegitimacy inexorably turns them into bad
bosses. In particular, their usual response to the three classic management
tasks of motivation, coordination, and delegation is to lean heavily on
bribery and blackmail, divide-and-conquer, and micromanagement.57

Despite—or perhaps because of—the nuclear program’s importance in
the eyes of the top leader, it is unlikely to be spared from these typical
flaws of neopatrimonial management. Therefore, we can anticipate that
such regimes will (1) alienate or even eliminate their best scientists, pro-
mote political hacks, and generally engage in routine, counterproductive
churning of personnel;58 (2) make suboptimal, shifting, and even bizarre
technical choices, while undermining efforts to develop a long-term, co-
herent action plan and indeed setting various wings of the effort at odds
with each other; and (3) exhaust the program and its resources through
repeated “crash” efforts with unreasonable deadlines and distracting side
projects. All of these organizational dysfunctions may seriously compro-
mise or even derail a nuclear weapons research and development (R&D)
effort, no matter how well financed and long-running it may be.
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Comparison cases underscore the value of these hypotheses for the
assessment of nuclear capacity. For instance, there is the case of sul-
tanistic Libya’s inability to make literally any progress toward the
bomb despite extensive help from the A. Q. Khan proliferation net-
work.59 Moreover, the debriefings of Iraqi officials since the fall of the
sultanistic Saddam Hussein regime have steadily undermined earlier
beliefs that the Iraqi nuclear program had been on the verge of success
at the time of the first Gulf War—let alone the totally false claims about
the “reconstitution” of its program during the 1990s. In fact, the 1990s
turn out to have been a time of increasingly wanton corruption in Iraq’s
special weapons programs, with vast sums from Saddam’s private ac-
counts going entirely to waste.60 But perhaps the most relevant histori-
cal parallel to the Pyongyang regime is the case of Nicolae Ceausescu’s
Romania, which like the DPRK was also a clearly sultanistic regime,
headed by an unmistakably oppositional nationalist tyrant, and also
saddled with a heavily industrialized socialist command economy.61

Moreover, like the DPRK, Romania conducted secret plutonium ex-
traction efforts that IAEA only discovered long after the fact, in the
early 1990s.62 So the comparison seems an especially apt one.

Though our record of Romania’s nuclear history remains incom-
plete, we know enough to conclude that its program did not get very far
down the road toward nuclear weapons. And, highly relevant to our un-
derstanding of the DPRK case, it would appear that the main problem
was not access to technology, but poor management. (Indeed, the West
was actually falling over itself to give Romania advanced nuclear tech-
nology at the time, in the vain hope of weaning the country away from
the Soviet camp.) The organization of Romania’s nuclear R&D was dys-
functional at every level. At the top of the ladder stood none other than
Ceausescu’s wife, Elena, who devoted much of her energies as the coun-
try’s science policy czarina to destroying Romania’s academy of sciences
in favor of new institutes manned by political hacks willing to promote
her candidacy for the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.63 At the bottom of the
ladder, masses of forced laborers were mobilized to construct a planned
series of Canadian-designed CANDU nuclear power plants. This was a
practice that the on-site Canadian engineer later suggested would have
been more appropriate to a potato harvest than to high-technology con-
struction.64 And in the middle, the hapless project managers mainly con-
cerned themselves with hiding the growing mess from their political
masters, with tactics that would have made Potemkin blush. For instance,
desperate to suggest to their leadership that progress was being made,
they brought over Donald Anderson of the power company Ontario
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Hydro for the ostensible mission of starting up the first CANDU reactor
in the late 1980s. Anderson complied but soon realized that his presence
was valued mainly to keep up false appearances. After a tour of the fa-
cility confirmed his “worst fears,” he informed his hosts in Bucharest that
“this station was not going to operate for many years and that was real-
ity.” When he gave them this news, Anderson could not fail to notice
their “nervous glances up at what I presume were the hidden television
monitors.”65 By the time Ceausescu was executed on Christmas Day
1989, thanks to his incompetent administration, his decade-plus quest for
the bomb had hardly left the starting gate.

We cannot be certain that the DPRK is repeating the Romanian nu-
clear experience, since the internal workings of the DPRK strategic
weapons programs are shrouded in secrecy. Moreover, it must be said
that the neopatrimonial regime type is not a guaranteed death sentence
for a state leadership’s nuclear weapons ambitions—a notable case of
success being the nuclear program of Maoist China. But China is the
exception that proves the rule about neopatrimonial regimes. China’s
program of the 1950s and 1960s featured an almost ideal-typical legal-
rational bureaucratic organization that was practically unique in the
country and that was protected by military and party heavyweights
from falling into the destructive grip of the tyrant Mao Zedong.66 Given
the sultanistic character of the DPRK regime, it is hard to imagine that
the Kim family dynasts could have been kept at a distance from their
nuclear program as Mao was from his. The Romanian analogy seems
much more apropos.

Thus far, I have used theory and relevant historical comparisons to
build a case for the plausibility of the idea that the DPRK’s much-
ballyhooed nuclear program may in reality be distinctly unimpressive.
My goal is not to declare that we have nothing to worry about in this
case, but rather to puncture the dominance of worst-case assumptions.
Turning to empirical evidence on the DPRK itself, the little we know
about the quality of the regime’s nuclear output suggests that it indeed
may be suffering from some of the typical dysfunctions of neopatrimo-
nial regimes. It is true that the program has gotten as far as a nuclear
test, something that was never a possibility for Ceausescu or Saddam
Hussein, for instance. But, it is becoming ever clearer that the DPRK’s
October 9, 2006, nuclear test was actually just a fizzle, or at best an ex-
tremely qualified success. Most estimates of the test yield are in the 0.2
to 1 kiloton (kt) range.67 That does not compare well to the roughly 15
kt yield of the Hiroshima bomb or the 20 kt yield of the Nagasaki
bomb, or even the 4 kt yield that the DPRK reportedly told China it was
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gunning for immediately before the test occurred. Indeed, this was the
first time in history that a country had failed to produce a multikiloton
explosion on its first attempt. As Jungmin Kang and Peter Hayes
ironize, “The DPRK has now demonstrated that it does not yet have a
nuclear capacity that enables it to threaten nuclear Armageddon against
anyone but itself.”68 CIA chief Michael Hayden apparently has also
concluded that the test device malfunctioned and therefore “does not
recognize North Korea as a nuclear weapons state,” according to a re-
port in South Korea’s respected JoongAng Ilbo newspaper.69 If the CIA
has indeed become skeptical about the DPRK’s nuclear progress, then
Pyongyang today has much less bargaining power than it did before it
tested. This cannot be what it intended to achieve.

Can the DPRK nuclear program recover from its October 2006 blun-
der? The possibility cannot be excluded; but again, this will largely de-
pend on the regime’s organizational capacity to learn from its mistakes.
And learning from mistakes is something that neopatrimonial regimes are
not good at. Certainly the disastrous experience of a half-century of
DPRK economic development efforts does not give much confidence that
the regime knows how to adjust.70 Moreover, what little we know about
the inner workings of the DPRK nuclear program is not very flattering to
it. First, there is reason to suspect that the human capital base of the pro-
gram is weak. During the Cold War around 250 North Korean specialists
were sent to the prestigious Soviet United Institute of Nuclear Research
at Dubna for training; but only twenty-five or so defended theses of any
kind, and only two made it all the way to a doctoral degree.71 Second, the
program has made gross errors in facilities siting and construction. The
most glaring example of this is that the main nuclear complex at Yong-
byon was mistakenly built in a flood plain along the banks of the Kuryong
River. As a result, river water routinely seeps into basement rooms at the
facility, threatening operations. Moreover, worse-than-usual floods pro-
duced by the storms of 1995 and 1996 knocked out the main power
source for the facility for several months, and emergency generators
failed to function. Therefore, when winter came, equipment necessary for
reactor operations literally froze. Thus, as Alexandre Mansourov com-
ments, “Nature itself inadvertently commanded North Korea to adopt a
nuclear freeze”—and thus to abide by the 1994 Agreed Framework.72

Third, even in less extraordinary times, the operation of the facilities has
been quite inconsistent. For instance, ironically, during the spring of 2007
when the United States and its partners were demanding that the DPRK
uphold its commitment to shut down its Yongbyon reactor, the reactor, be-
cause of technical troubles, was often not operating anyway!73
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In short, while the DPRK nuclear program has admittedly per-
formed well enough to at least try to conduct a nuclear test, the limited
evidence available to us suggests that the variable of neopatrimonial
mismanagement may well be playing a key role in hampering its
progress. But note that even if the DPRK were somehow able to turn
things around and conduct a truly successful nuclear test in the future,
this would not in itself mean that it had become a nuclear weapons
power. Still awaiting would be the high hurdles of achieving full
weaponization and integration with strategic missiles—which, as
demonstrated by the spectacular failure of the July 2006 Paektusan (also
known as Taepodong) long-range missile test, also have been given the
benefit of the doubt by Western analysts for far too long.74 Therefore,
while our limited information base makes it impossible to judge if and
when the regime may finally be able to field an operational nuclear
weapons arsenal, after the failures of 2006 we can now say with confi-
dence that this will not happen tomorrow. Furthermore, one should not
exclude the possibility that a North Korean nuclear arsenal might never
happen at all. In sum, although uncertainties remain, the literature
should, at the very least, stop simply assuming that Pyongyang is capa-
ble of going nuclear at any time of its choosing. And it should also stop
interpreting DPRK nuclear inaction as a clear sign of strategic restraint.

Conclusion

This article has used general social science theory to develop a novel as-
sessment of the DPRK nuclear program. The typical journalistic/area
studies “ground-up” approach certainly has its place, but its utility in
this case is much diminished because the regime is so secretive and
opaque. The innovative attempt of Cha and Kang to promote an IR 
theory-driven approach pointed the way forward, but this article has
pushed beyond Cha and Kang by questioning two common assumptions
about proliferation that they make explicitly and that many other ana-
lysts of the DPRK make implicitly: first, the assumption that the
DPRK’s nuclear intentions are a measured response to the external en-
vironment; and second, the assumption that that the DPRK must have
developed enough technical capacity by now to be able to build an op-
erational nuclear deterrent in the near term. In place of those assump-
tions, I have put forth the alternative claims—also firmly theoretically
grounded—that the DPRK’s nuclear intentions are a product of its lead-
ership’s oppositional nationalist identity conception, and that its nuclear
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capacities are likely constrained by this sultanistic regime’s organiza-
tional and managerial shortcomings. In short, my analysis suggests that
the DPRK dearly wants the bomb, but also that it may not be able to get
it. Moreover, I have shown that the evidence that does exist—notably
from the archives of the DPRK’s former communist comrades and the
paltry results of the DPRK’s recent strategic weapons tests—fits my per-
spective better than it does the IR perspectives enunciated by Cha and
Kang. It is certainly impossible at present to gather sufficient evidence
to truly validate any assessment of DPRK intentions and capacities, but
this alternative assessment should help to forestall premature cognitive
closure in our interpretations of this case.

The analysis so far has been resolutely strategic and long-term in its
orientation. It has not entered into speculation about the causes of the
myriad twists and turns in the DPRK’s nuclear diplomacy, including its
willingness to freeze its overt program for several years under the Agreed
Framework, or the headlong drive it made toward the bomb after the col-
lapse of the Agreed Framework in 2002, or its fluctuating commitment to
the ongoing Six-Party Talks. Of course, such tactical questions are very
important from a policy standpoint. It certainly matters, for instance, that
the DPRK has tested a nuclear explosive device, and it matters that the
test occurred in 2006 and not in 1996. To some extent, the theoretical av-
enues introduced here could prove helpful for understanding the regime’s
tactics. For instance, for a mix of institutional and psychological reasons,
neopatrimonial regimes very often display extremely mercurial policy
tendencies.75 But we should not underestimate the real distinction to be
made between tactical and strategic decisionmaking, and in the final
analysis it is the latter that counts most.

Admittedly, it is often difficult to determine if opaque regimes such
as the DPRK have taken definitive, strategic decisions. For instance,
my interpretation of the DPRK’s concessions in the Six-Party Talks as
merely “tactical” is not universally shared. Various journalistic and
other analyses have portrayed the DPRK’s recent diplomatic commit-
ments, and particularly its September 2007 agreement to finally “dis-
able” the key nuclear facilities at Yongbyon and hand over a complete
accounting of its entire nuclear estate by the end of the year, as indeed
reflecting a more fundamental strategic decision by Pyongyang to end
its nuclear weapons quest in return for economic aid and diplomatic
recognition. The fact that the December 31 deadline came and went
without the DPRK’s fulfilling either promise casts doubt on that opti-
mistic interpretation.76 But nevertheless, as ever with the DPRK, al-
most any interpretation is within the realm of possibility.
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The thrust of my argument goes strongly against the notion that the
DPRK will ever undertake complete, verifiable, irreversible nuclear dis-
armament so long as Kim Jong Il remains in power. Indeed, it even leads
one to be somewhat skeptical that the regime will even make good on its
relatively modest concrete Six-Party Talks commitments, since taking
those actions might hamper its ability to build the nuclear arsenal that it
has sought for so long.77 But we cannot predict the future. Our theories
therefore need to be flexible enough to accommodate surprising behavior,
although not so flexible that any behavior can be read as theoretical “con-
firmation.” And indeed under certain specific conditions, the theory I
present in this article could accommodate a DPRK decision to turn away
from nuclear weapons, even if Kim Jong Il remains where he is. This is
because my expectations of the DPRK’s behavior have been based not
only on the core assumptions of the theory, but also on certain empirical
claims about the DPRK—claims on which the logic of the theory does
not depend. If any of these empirical claims turned out to be wrong, then
the DPRK’s future behavior could be very different from my expectations
and yet still not contradict the basic theoretical model. In particular, I
highlight here three key empirical claims I have made that, if incorrect,
might suggest a very different outlook on future DPRK actions.

The first possibly questionable empirical claim I have made is that
public statements, if selected carefully and analyzed properly, can be
used to reveal the “private” national identity conception of the top
DPRK leadership. I previously noted that the interpretation of Kim Il
Sung’s NIC as oppositional nationalist on the basis of his New Year’s
addresses is hard to dispute, since it has been corroborated by other
scholars who formed their judgments on the basis of documented state-
ments made behind closed doors. But we do not have access to similar
archival materials for the Kim Jong Il period; and, to make matters
worse, Kim Jong Il does not give New Year’s addresses himself but
rather is said merely to be behind the joint New Year’s editorials that
appear, unsigned, in the major North Korean dailies. Therefore, there is
no denying that the evidentiary basis for coding Kim Jong Il as an op-
positional nationalist is less than solid. If, in fact, this coding turned out
to be incorrect—if, for instance, Kim Jong Il’s true NIC were closer to
being merely nationalist rather than oppositional nationalist—then
complete denuclearization might well be possible, particularly if the
survival of the regime were seen as hanging in the balance.

The second possibly questionable empirical claim I have made is that,
when it comes to setting strategic objectives in the nuclear area, Kim Jong
Il’s word is the law. But again, due to the opacity of the North Korean
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state, we cannot be certain that this is the case.78 If instead, as some have
suggested, Kim Jong Il is engaged in some sort of power-sharing arrange-
ment with the DPRK military—and if this power sharing extends to nu-
clear policy—then even if Kim’s NIC were indeed oppositional national-
ist, it might not be determinative for DPRK nuclear behavior. (Of course,
the army top brass could share Kim’s oppositional nationalist NIC, and in
that case the fact of power sharing would not matter much here.)

The third possibly questionable empirical claim I have made is that
the DPRK nuclear program is still technically afloat, or at least that the
regime leadership has not lost all faith in the program’s ability to even-
tually deliver the goods. Although nationalists can be quite self-deluding
and although neopatrimonial rulers tend to be given only good news,
hard technical realities can in the long run disillusion even the most fer-
vent nuclear dreamers. According to the US WMD Commission, one of
the more likely causes of Muammar Qaddafi’s 2003 decision to abandon
his country’s unsafeguarded nuclear program was the simple truth that
after three decades of effort the program had gone absolutely nowhere.79

This article has provided sketchy evidence that the DPRK nuclear pro-
gram too could well be woefully underperforming. It is therefore at least
conceivable that the program’s problems are so endemic that even Kim
Jong Il knows that there is no hope and is therefore ready to sell off his
program. This line of reasoning could also explain more limited steps—
for instance, if the DPRK finally accepted the definitive dismantlement
of its dilapidated reactor at Yongbyon, it might simply be because that re-
actor is no longer functional.

In sum, although I have argued that the weight of the evidence sug-
gests that Kim Jong Il is indeed an oppositional nationalist who is in
full control of his state and has not lost faith in his nuclear program,
nevertheless, because real evidence is in short supply, alternative
claims are certainly plausible. And since they are plausible, the theory
presented in this article is not inconsistent with an eventual decision by
Kim Jong Il to end the DPRK’s nuclear effort. Therefore it makes sense
to engage the DPRK, and indeed Kim Jong Il personally, in serious
diplomatic negotiations aiming at bringing down the curtain on the
DPRK’s nuclear ambitions.

In fact, however, even if one had no hope that the DPRK would
ever fully end its nuclear program, there would still be plenty of reason
to engage with it diplomatically in the context of the Six-Party Talks. It
is important not to lose sight of the fact that the DPRK, with or with-
out nuclear weapons, is at best a minor power. As such, it does not and
cannot pose the central danger to Northeast Asian security. Rather, the
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central danger is that cohesion among the major powers in the region
could break down. Therefore, the central goal for those powers must be
to sustain cohesion. The DPRK’s obstreperous behavior has often been
rather useful toward this end—witness the renewed relationship that
China and Japan developed in the immediate aftermath of Pyongyang’s
2006 nuclear test. But obstreperous behavior by the United States vis-
à-vis the DPRK could easily fray the fragile bonds that hold the region
together. China and South Korea in particular have clear interests in
staying on a diplomatic path. Their preference is in itself sufficient rea-
son to support multilateral engagement with Pyongyang. If the bigger
powers in the region can demonstrate their responsiveness to each
other’s preferences, they will build trust between them. And in that case
the peace of Northeast Asia will hold, whatever the DPRK may do.

Appendix

The coding procedures can be summarized as follows. First, to find the
key comparison other(s), I counted paragraph by paragraph the number
of references to one or another external actor (human communities that
are not based primarily inside our borders). The more paragraphs in
which an external actor is referred to, the more claim it has to be a key
comparison other.80 Second, to gauge the level of “opposition,” I took the
ratio of the total number of paragraphs making reference to key compar-
ison others versus that number plus the total number of paragraphs mak-
ing reference to wider communities that include both “us” (Korea) and
the key comparison other.81 This ratio can be expected to reflect the level
of “opposition,” because it is a well-known finding of social psycholog-
ical research that an oppositional identity is hard to maintain if “we” and
“they” are also understood to be connected under a strong transcendent
identity that covers us both. Third, to gauge the level of “nationalism,” I
took the ratio of the total number of paragraphs that contained only ref-
erences to key comparison others versus that number plus paragraphs
that contained such references and also references to a wider community
in which we play a part (for this measure, that wider community may, but
need not, include the key comparison other).82 This ratio can be expected
to reflect the level of “nationalism,” because social psychological re-
search also has found that a willingness to compare oneself directly with
the key comparison other suggests high self-esteem, while a tendency to
use a wider community as a screen to avoid that head-to-head compari-
son suggests low self-esteem.

Below I list the quantitative results in tabular form.
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Computer models can help, but they have proved to be wrong again, and again,
and again. Speculating about guidance platforms, warhead type of weight, the
size of the booster, and other technical factors is guesswork—not fact” (An-
thony Cordesman, “North Korea’s Missile Tests: Saber Rattling or Rocket’s
Red Glare?” CSIS publication, July 5, 2006, available at www.csis.org/
media/csis/pubs/060705_cordesman_korea.pdf). For more on the DPRK’s
1993 and 1998 tests, see Joseph S. Bermudez, “A History of Ballistic Missile
Development in the DPRK,” Center for Nonproliferation Studies Occasional
Paper No. 2, 1999; for more on Iran’s program and the DPRK connection, see
Dinshaw Mistry, “Assessing Iran’s Missile Capabilities,” Arms Control Today,
October 2007.

75. See Rosen, War and Human Nature, especially p. 156.
76. N.B.: As I write these words, it is mid-January 2008.
77. Hamper, but not prevent. “Disablement” is a neologism that has been

invented in the context of the Six-Party Talks to indicate a step beyond a mere
“freeze,” but not all the way to “dismantlement.” Theoretically, it would take
about a year of effort to bring “disabled” nuclear facilities back into operation.

78. And as noted previously, McEachern in this issue argues that it may
not be the case.

79. Commission on the Intelligence Communities of the United States Re-
garding Weapons of Mass Destruction, Report to the President, March 31,
2005, ch. 2.

80. Note, however, that qualitative interpretation must also be taken into
account in making this judgment. Indeed, it is inescapable that qualitative
choices will drive the quantitative results. These issues are explored in Hy-
mans, The Psychology of Nuclear Proliferation, ch. 3; a complete explanation
of coding procedures is also given in ch. 3 and in the book’s appendix.

81. Quantitatively, this relationship is expressed as follows: (# of refer-
ences to the key comparison other)/(# of references to key comparison other +
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# of references to wider communities in which we and they play a part). For
heuristic purposes, one can think of a score greater than 0.5 as reflecting an
“oppositional” identity.

82. Quantitatively, this relationship is expressed as follows: (# of “naked”
references to key comparison other)/(# of “naked” references to key compari-
son other + # of “screened” references to key comparison other). For heuristic
purposes, one can think of a score greater than 0.5 as reflecting a “nationalist”
national identity.
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